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In 2012, The Color Run held events 

in over 50 North American cities. 60, 

with a total of more than 600,000 

participants of different ages, 

genders, colors, and professions. It is 

called “the happiest 5K on the 

planet.” 



Interaction  because of 
the difference in ages, 
genders, professions, 
educations, lines of work … ? 



We don’t think so…… 



交互，来源于兴趣 

Interaction based on interest 



51% 

38% 

10% 

1% 

经常 有时 很少 从没有 

Source: Nielsen, Demands and Behaviors of Mobile Social Media Users, July 2014 

* Main social media users refer to those representative users on Weixin, Sina 

microblog 

 

Interest 

Subscriptions 
followed 

Products 
purchased 

Ratings given Searches done 

Pictures shares 

Frequency of main social media 
users searching interest 

communities online  

Interest becomes the driving 
force behind users’behaviors  

Often    Sometimes  Rarely   Never 



Users’ behaviors are based on 3 action 

dimensions of interest 



2nd 
dimension 

1st 
dimension  

3rd 
dimension 

Users get needed info, but 

are more enthusiastic about 

giving their opinions 

Behaviors based on this 

dimension are mainly 

reading and browsing  

Groups interested in certain issues 

contribute their cognitive surplus 

and create contents; they are self-

generating 



Read Comment Creat 

One-way creation 

of contents  

Users participate 

and express their 

opinions 

Users create 
contents through 
coordination  
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Wiki and Q&A knowledge communities become a 
gathering place for heavy users 

10 

 Wiki and Q&A knowledge communities pool the knowledge of users, and create contents of value 

 Quality contents in turn attract more users, forming the Internet "Matthew effect"  

Heavy users contribute most of the cognitive 
surplus  

Heavy 
users 

Moderate 
users 

Light users 

Share and create large 
quantities of UGC 

contents 

Mainly consumption; 
small quantities of UGC 

contents 

Only 
consumption 

All Internet users 

Cognitive surplus contributed by 
users interested in certain topics 



Museum or theme park? 

Encyclopedia of entries 

or wikia? 



An encyclopedia of entries 

is like a museum or an 

encyclopedia, offering huge 

variety of contents, yet making it 

impossible for users of get a 

deeper understanding of the 

issues that interest them. 

An encyclopedia of a certain theme is like 

a theme park, revolving around a 

conceptual element, and presenting all 

kinds of details. It is more suited for the 

operations of interest communities, 

gathering together users of same 

interests. 

Encyclopedia of 

theme（wikia） 

Theme contents 

More easily leads to interaction 

and discussions 

Selective and 

deep 

Encyclopedia of 

entries

（wikipedia） 

A great variety of 

contents 

Mainly for 

browsing 

Not deep enough 



The largest Halo3 wiki has 

8700 articles, created and 

edited by 1,500,000 

registered users. 

 



The popular game 

My Name is MT 

has 7700 different 

pages on Joyme 

wiki.  

Features of theme wiki： 
Huge quantities; comprehensive; deep; rich in contents; 
continuous updating. 



Animal Forest wikiの 
stories of Japanese game fans  



Products and operations. Users’ 
contribution can be fun. 

How should we run…… 
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Please 
continue to 

update your 
camp！ 

Data 
contributed 

by users 



Use the coolest way to turn the contribution into a 

“divine tool” 

 
Joyme wiki：Turn contents into a tool, which is 

regarded by fans as a “divine tool” 

Traditional mobile game media: too much 

text; poor user experience 

Minimize costs, and maximize expressive force 



If you know more than what I do 

                                           Bring it on！ 



Next……We will apply our successful operations experience in games to anime and manga , 
bringing the fans rich contents and exciting experience. And more…… 
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Currently, online contents related to anime and manga are mostly (over 90%) series (manga or video 
clips). The needs of the fans to share, communicate, re-create and derive are far from being met.  

白胡子为什么不用武装色硬化抵挡赤犬拳头？ 

Does Redhair have demon fruit？ 

How did Luffy defeat 
Doflagmingo？ 

Why Sabo didn’t appear at the 
Top battle？ 

What is the background music 
playing in quiet scenes in One 

Piece？ 

How did Soro go blind？ What’s the origin of Jenny？ 

Who was the prototype of 
the main role in One 
Piece？ 

Baidu tieba’s One Piece forum has 8 million active users monthly. 
However, the forum itself fails to formulate structured knowledge 





One Piece’s wiki homepage Cooperation with mainstream video websites 
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 “One Piece Fans” channel weekly pushes to fans the most popular roles voted according to plot development, and share 

a piece of knowledge of anime everyday 

 “Topics” channel categorizes different topics and episodes; fans interested in a certain topic can get all the information 

they want 

 “Adventure” channel organizes various activities for fans; active participants can win points or toys 

 The points won by Manga fans can be used to buy tools. This is to further promote participation.  

One Piece’s wiki mobile terminal APP 
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Cultural 
themes 

IP cores 

IP 
vehecles 

Vampire 
culture 

Movie Novel Manga 

Count 
Dracula 

Movie Game 

Examples 

TV series Novel Novel 



I love 
constellation. 

I want to 
know 

everything 
about 

constellation 

I love games, I 
want to know 

everything 
about games 

I love 
Marvel, I 
want to 

know 
everything 

about 
Marvel 



Thank you! 


